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First of all I would like to thank Gloria Allred for being my champion and

attorney. Without you I would have not been able to come forward again. I also

want to thank Andrea Constand who is and was the brave soul who first filed the

civil suit. It is important for the world to know the truth about how Bill Cosby

hunted me like a predator.  My refusal of his constant advances fueled his desire

and eventual drugging rape ritual. In the recently released excerpts of his

deposition, Bill Cosby admits that he was with me in Denver and that he

"probably" had sex with me. I am here as one of the Jane Does, one of the

courageous thirteen Jane Does who came forward in support of Andrea Constand

in her 2005 lawsuit. I feel I have to speak out again not only against Bill Cosby but

also against the National Enquirer.  When I first read Andrea’s story in the

National Enquirer in 2005 I immediately contacted the National Enquirer. Within

24 hours I was being interviewed by them, I requested a lie detector test which they

paid for and I passed.  They took my portfolio of photos to ship to their editor in

Florida. I  now am finding out through the recently obtained Cosby deposition

transcript that Cosby not only admits to the purchase of drugs to be used to have
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sex with young girls, he also admits under oath about how he made a deal with the

National Enquirer to kill my story in exchange for an exclusive interview story

with him.  I am extremely upset that Bill Cosby was able to quash my interview

with the National Enquirer and that the National Enquirer suppressed my story,

which if it had been published by them, would have shed light on Bill Cosby's

horrific conduct  years earlier. 

I never spoke to or met Andrea Constand during her case.  I only heard that

there were other Jane Does, whom I did not speak to or meet until recently. I knew

then as I know now that I did the right thing for Andrea Constand and for myself. 

I request that the judge release the entire deposition so that all of the 13 Jane

Does as well as the others who have also come forward can learn of Bill Cosby’s

full testimony.  We will pursue Mr. Cosby until the full truth comes out.

Beth Ferrier

July 13, 2015
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